New test modules are available for SARS-CoV-2 that provide laboratories with PT samples for ensuring the highest quality control is in place for COVID-19 testing.

Available test modules:

**688...SARS-CoV-2 Antigen............... $321**
Two challenges
*Compatible with Antigen testing methods such as Abbott Binax NOW, BD Veritor, Quidel Sofia

**689...SARS-CoV-2 Molecular......... $345**
Two challenges
*Compatible with Molecular/PCR methods such as Abbott ID NOW, LYRA, Cepheid, Cobas Liat, Hologic Panther

**792...SARS-CoV-2 Serology............ $300**
Two challenges
*Compatible with Serology methods such as Healgen, Roche e411, CoronaCheck, and other SARS-CoV-2 IgG and IgM antibody testing methodologies

*Compatibility will vary with test method used. Contact MLE to confirm compatibility with your device if not listed.

Fax or email your order as soon as possible as there is limited availability for the first proficiency testing event (M1) of the 2021 program year. Upon receipt, you will receive an order verification for your review and signature.